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Overview by Lasham Gliding Society (LGS) 
 

 No substantive operational or safety data has been published to justify the ACP. The 
only rationale was ‘it was government policy’.  The CAA cancelled the mandate for this 
in December 2016. 

 

 Some altitudes shown in the recent ‘East Hants Impact Matrix’ are inside existing 
controlled airspace.  So why seek new lower airspace with dedicated routes?   
 

 If they don’t intend to fly the dedicated routes, why claim lower airspace to encapsulate 
them? 
 

 Details of the routes (e.g. altitudes) have not been published after 3 years of 
deliberations despite multiple requests. Such information is routinely published in other 
ACPs, e.g. Inverness, and is essential for assessing noise impacts. 
 

 There is no precedent for an airport without public transport (airlines) to have dedicated 
routes. 
 

 Airspace has been included which has no obvious use for TAG.  The Impact matrix 
shows that TAG jets will be at 7000’ over Four Marks, yet TAG request airspace from 
4500-5500’.  Who will use it? 
 

 It is very likely a higher proportion of aircraft will use the low routes in future due to 
overall airspace efficiency improvement plans.  No consultation would be required. 
 

 Massive disbenefits & uncertainty for businesses, aviation organisations remain; 
investment delayed pending outcome.  But ACP will not create jobs at Farnborough. 

 
A copy of TAG’s Impact Matrix with LGS comments has been provided with this document. 

 In the absence of published route altitudes, these are assumed to be 500’ feet above the 
base of the proposed airspace, which is consistent with regulations.  

 The estimated route altitudes are almost all significantly lower than the minimum 
altitudes TAG claims will be used. 

 Estimated indicative noise levels, interpolated from TAG’s reports, are added. For the 
low routes in this area they typically range from ‘conversational speech at 1 metre’ 
(60dBA) to ‘vacuum cleaner at 1 metre’ (70dBA).  But we do not know how often these 
noise levels will occur for each community & how this may increase over time. 

 
Conclusions: 
 

 We still do not have the vital information Councils and communities need to 
assess noise impacts.  Information on the following is required: 

o Where TAG’s & other consequently displaced aircraft will be, at what altitude and 
what traffic densities. This includes the altitudes of the dedicated routes.   

o Need a chart showing noise levels and traffic densities for each community 
o Data must include the case where the lower airspace is fully utilised. 

 

 Once airspace with the lower routes is approved, no consultation is required to 
change flight paths to fully utilise the lower airspace. 
 

 Massive disbenefits & uncertainty for businesses & aviation organisations 
remain, including major safety concerns. 

 


